
For a consumer who doesn't know yet what he is looking for on a travel website, 
where he would like to spend his next vacations and who is looking for inspiration, it 
might be really frustrating to be on website which suggests many and many and 
many different travel offers without any help to finally discover what might be the 
best for him, depending on its consumer characteristics.  
Nowadays, many online travel stakeholders do it and integrate an Inspiration Engine 
taking different forms. For instance the OTA Govoyages, uses the tool "The Compass 
Rose", incorporated to the Booking Engine and suggests to a consumer different 
destinations depending on what is the departure place chosen.  
It answers perfectly to consumers who don't know yet where they want to go and it 
creates an idea for them depending on what they like and what kind of traveler they 
are and also it answers precisely to the consumers who know exactly what they want 
and what kind of travel they are looking for.  
 
A the same time, the OTA Lastminute, has a wide range of products creating 
inspiration for their consumers who don't know what they want with precision and 
who are opened to innovative ideas. Today, consumers want to be surprised. Also 
this same OTA owns a blog, and usually the blog is great webmarketing strategy to 
develop an idea of travel for their readers.  
 
But globally we have to admit that many actors, especially in France, don't possess 
this Inspiration Engine yet in spite of the fact that this is a real stake in the Travel 
Industry. But, fortunately, some of them have understood the importance of this new 
tool. Let's take Air France as an example, an Iphone App has been developed by Air 
France Switzerland called "Be Inspired" which gives ideas of visits, activities in the 
entire world and which permits to book a flight, an hotel and extra activities as well. 
Further more, Air France developed "Travel By AirFrance", offering complete Travel 
Notebooks included in the Website of AirFrance. Thanks to that selection of 
criterions, meaning airport departure, dates, trip theme, the client's research is 
becoming more refined and when finally he has chosen a destination thanks to the 
help of this Inspiration Engine, he can book it.  
The Travel Industry has to understand a thing : personification is the word. Each 
traveler is unique, and they have to take into consideration the fact that now the 
consumer needs more, he needs more than a simple product, pre-defined, pre-
prepared. He wants a product, a travel idea, that looks exactly the way he looks. 
Travel stakeholders have to know perfectly their clients but also comprehend their 
demand needs and the market needs in terms of Travel. 	  


